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I’m not an inventive man. My renaissance of creativity started with attending
culinary school and ended with successfully making toast. When asked as a
small child what contribution I might offer the world as an adult, I answered that
I’d like to create a sandwich that saves humanity. As an adult I realize the
foolishness of my pre-adolescent thought patterns. Being a man who puts his
trust in the Almighty, I no longer hold any hope that meat and cheese stuck
between bread will do lasting good for the human race. Not even a sandwich

with really great mustard. Teach a man to fish, he’ll eat fish. Teach him to make a Fillet ‘O Fish and
he’ll end up with heart disease, bad breath and low dating expectations. Anyway, that was a long
way of saying that my inventive nature stopped between toast and sandwiches (now I’m just hungry).
Every once in a while, I get the strange visions given to a man who could change the world with
inventions. Flashes of what could be. Not inventions like the flying car, but ideas like pasteurized,
processed Gouda in an aerosol can. No cures for cancer, but more inventions like  holographic
underwear.   Listed below are a few of the more time consuming inventions that I’d like to have the
technical know-how to produce:

→The Universal Hysterics Translator For OnStar. One of the most annoying features about the
radio advertising for General Motors’ OnStar global help system is that I can’t understand a word of
what the stranded motorists are saying. Sure, the operators always pretend to understand, but
they’re following what the satellite link is telling them. Motorist:
“Weeeeeeooooooohhh.Wiiiiiioooooohh.”  Operator: “I see that you’re in a Tahoe on Third and Elm.
Would you like me to dispatch EMS?  With a hysterics translator, the astute operator could have
answered the call with: “I understand that your baby is on top of the Tahoe. There are two Starbucks
locations withing 3.8 blocks of Third and Elm. Would you like me to upgrade your OnStar service to
full mobile meth-lab coverage? Stop screaming.”

→The Wide Awake Nap For Men: Admit it. Being a good husband or boyfriend means sitting
through New Moon at least once. It’s that fourth time that’s a killer. Wouldn’t you rather catch a few
hours of quality napping while still being the attentive partner? With the invention of pharmaceuticals
to induce “interested catatonia” you can do both.  I’d love to invent the drug that induces wakeful
functioning sleep and also allows the user to carry on a conversation. C’mon. It’s not like men
contribute a whole lot anyway.

→The American Idol Pitch Correcting Pumpkin Thrower: Are you tired of sad little contestants
on Idol not being able to stay in pitch? All the correction software in the world isn’t going to train
these future Ramada Inn Sunday Night Guest Vocalists. No, what they need is solid reinforcement. I
thought of an auto tuner connected to a hypergolic flame thrower, but violence never solves singing
problems. Punishment is just the thing to keep those Idol voices in check. When pitch wavers and
goes awry, the computer program senses this and lets loose a catapult armed with 18 pound
beauties, launched at our would be recording artists. Also good for rambling bloggers. Onward
and…ouch.
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